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NOCN Group Confidentiality Statement 

This document contains information that is confidential to the NOCN Group, which shall 

not be disclosed to any party outside, transmitted or duplicated, used in whole or in part 

for any purpose other than its intended purpose. Any use or disclosure in whole or in 

part of this information without the written permission of NOCN Group is prohibited. Any 

other company and product names mentioned are used for identification purposes only 

and may be trademarks of their respective owners. 
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EQTIDAR | International Productivity Internship Program  

August 2019 

 

Background 

In the Kingdom of Bahrain, it has recognised there is an immediate need to align the labour pool 

of unemployed university graduates with the country’s job requirements, to be more competitive 

and less reliant on a migrant workforce.   

TAMKEEN, a semi-autonomous government agency in the Kingdom of Bahrain, focused on 

providing workforce development intervention, enabling prosperity and contributing to the 

growth of the national economy. Supporting assistance and training to private-sector 

businesses and individuals, and to promote skills development and training.  

JAFCON & BSTD in partnership with TAMKEEN with the introduction of new initiative the 

International Productivity Internships Programme – ‘EQTIDAR’.  The programme is designed to 

uplift unemployed long-term graduates, students and recent graduates equipping with 

employability skills adopting productivity improvement practise by providing them with real on-

job training, work experience and an international management qualification from the UK. 

EQTIDAR is a collaborative scheme between universities and engagement with diverse mix of 

national and international employers operating in Bahrain, with support by industrialists and 

academics. The core of the program is an intensive two months on the job training through real 

company-based projects, designed to deliver tangible benefits to both the participating interns 

and the host employer.   

Website: www.Eqtidar-bh.com | Instagram: @Eqtidar-bh. 

 

Summary Output  

• 85% of interns successfully secured employment or increased their employabilty prospects; 

• 60 participants successfully completed Internship programme, attaining an international 

qualification certificated by NOCN;  

• 100% retention of 14 employers supporting the EQTIDAR programme;  

• 100% retention of interns during the 8 weeks EQTIDAR Internship Programme;  

• Majority of the participants had an academic degree background in Engineering, IT and Business 

Studies or undergraduates;  

• The interns working as a full-time workers part of the host company workforce; 

• $1m accumulative saving of across 14 host companies as part of the projects undertaken; 

• 78 improvement processes identified, 32 productivity improvement projects commenced;  

• 95% satisfaction rate expressed from employers indicating the EQTIDAR programme offered 

added value, the financial saving by implementing these productivity projects on the ground; 

• 85% of companies views the interns as potential future employees;  

• 50 Interns indicated they intend to continue their career path related to productivity, improvement 

and innovation; and 

• JAFCON provided learning content and mentoring during the internship, supportive to the 

interns led to a successful completion of the program with zero churn of interns. 

 

The success of Internship programme attributed to JAFCON’s robust engagement with eight 

Bahraini universities, providing a ‘talent pipeline’ and full support from a UK Awarding 

Organisation, NOCN providing certification for a UK regulated Level 4 ‘Productivity 

Improvement Practice’ qualification to all 50 interns on programme. 

 

  

http://www.eqtidar-bh.com/
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EQTIDAR Methodology 

EQTIDAR methodology is a project-based learning where the students gain knowledge and 

skills by working for an extended period of time to investigate and respond to an authentic, 

engaging and complex question, problem, or challenge.  This is practiced by the Interns 

handling a productivity Improvement Projects during their internship period, were these projects 

are complex and challenging.  

The program methodology is based on the NOCN Level 4 Certificate ‘Productivity Improvement 

Practice’ Qualification which includes the following learning unites: 

Title  References  Credit 
value 

Level 

1-Introduction to Productivity Improvement Practice Y/615/0080 4 Level 5 

2-Data Gathering and Analysis for a Productivity Improvement 
Project 

M/617/1162 3 Level 4 

3-Developing a Productivity Improvement Project H/617/1160 3 Level 4 

4-Planning the Implementation of a Productivity Improvement 
Project 

K/617/1158 4 Level 4 

5-Reporting for a Productivity Improvement Project M/617/1159 3 Level 4 

6-Implementing a Productivity Improvement Project R/617/1154 3 Level 4 

7-Evaluation and Review of a Productivity Improvement Project A/617/1150 2 Level 4 

 

EQTIDAR Accreditation  

Internship programme was governed by the curriculum content taken from the UK level 4 

Productivity Improvement Practices Qualification accredited by NOCN, approved by UK 

regulator, Ofqual.  

See below a letter by NOCN’s Group Managing Director, describing JAFCON as a strategic 

partner, and as an approved centre offering NOCN management productivity qualifications and 

consulltancy in the Kingdom of Bahrain. 
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EQTIDAR Employers  

JAFCON engaged and successfully attracted fourteen employers from different sectors, 

including banking, manufacturing, telecommunication, energy and insurance. These companies 

were also representative of various company profiles such as: government entities, SMEs, 

corporates and international companies. 

 

 

 

EQTIDAR Project Team: 

The delivery team of the program is representative in the following 

chart: 

The delivery team of the program consist of experts in the field of 

productivity with industry experience with more than ten years.  Each 

consultant has extensive experience in coaching employees on 

various productivity improvement projects.  

 

The team is headed by Dr Akbar Jaffari, Chief Executive Officer 

for JAFCON; overseeing strategic progress of the project.  

The EQTIDAR Project Manager is Ebrahim Radhi, Eng.; a 

Cambridge University’s graduate in industrial system and 

innovation. 

 

 

Ebrahim Radhi, JAFCON Operations Director | EQTIDAR Project Manager 
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Productivity Interactive Workshop  

The interactive four days-workshop was designed to uplift the interns with the required 

knowledge and skills to perform productivity improvement projects at the host companies. The 

workshop engaged the participants into different set of exercise and interactions, as well as, 

presenting some of their ideas in the form of presentation on the stage to their peer group.  

Below are some of the workshop pictures: 
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INTERNS’ Project Profiles 

The productivity improvement projects’ ideas were initiated differently depend on the host 

companies. Some of the companies had solid project ideas, and some preferred that when the 

interns were settled, the interns to initiate the ideas along with their mentors and get the 

company approval.   The final presentation was conducted in each host company to senior 

managers and senior leaders of the organisations and JAFCON.   

All 14 companies welcomed the recommendations made from Interns’ final presentation with an 

opportunity for them to discuss the Interns’ research findings and their approaches to 

implementation within the host’s organisation.    

 

Midal Cables  

The final presentation was interactive followed by Q&A session.  Three Interns presented to a 

panel of senior management team from Midal Cables, headed by the General Manager, Emam 

Jalal.  

The company senior managers for each Interns also holds a NOCN ‘Productivity Improvement 

Practices’ qualification Level 5, delivered by JAFCON from a previous management initiative.   

This background and insight had a great impact in enriching both the experience of the Intern 

and the quality of their research studies’ deliverables. 

 
Managers from Midal Cables with three interns (left), JAFCON and NOCN representative 
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AXA GULF Insurance   

The international AXA Insurance was one of the main host companies, with a total of six Interns 

working in various departments of the organisation. The interns enjoyed valuable experience, 

recognised as an employee and undertaking real project which could improve organisation 

productivity and efficiency.   

 

 

The Interns presentations was attended by TAMKEEN officials (Mrs. Sajeda Al-Asfoor, Project 

Manager and Mrs. Ameera Al Haiki from the Monitoring Team).   

Below is a LinkedIn social media post extract from the Assistant General Manager from AXA 

Gulf Insurance, shared his positive experience and appreciation of Interns contributions. 
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Arab Architect 

The General Manager of Arab Architect, the leading engineering firm in Bahrain, availed long 

time to listen to the presentation of the interns.  

Eng. Mohammed Aaraiqat extended his sincere appreciation for the interns works and informed 

the interns that the output of the study was over his expectations and he offered the interns an 

open invitation to his office anytime. He also insisted that during the construction of the subject 

building of the project, he shall call the interns again to implement some of the techniques 

presented to him. 

 

 

 

Bahrain Kuwait Insurance Company (BKIC) 

The final presentation was attended by senior management of BKIC. The interaction from 

Interns’ presentations was of very high standard. The First Deputy General Manager, 

Mr.Abdulla Sultan was very pleased with the outcome of the research study; instructing the HR 

department put the interns at first choice as and when new vacancy openings occured.   
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Kalaam Telcom Company 

The Internship at Kalaam Telcom was intensive eight week period,  focusing on three case 

studies, current customers, terminated customers and the customer care agents. During the 

presentation, the interns highlighted a potential revenue increase of BD21,000.00 (GBP £47k).  

Mr. Hasan Al Hiki, Head of Operation and Customer Services appreciated the 

recommendations made by Interns and findings from the surveys; he believed that the project 

has added value to Kalaam Telecom and extended an opportunity for the next group of Interns 

participate at the company through EQTIDAR Internship Programme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CrediMax  
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CrediMax, is a credit card centre has performed admirably over the past decade and is 

one primary provider of premium services to credit card users throughout Bahrain. The top 

priority for CrediMax is digitalization improvement project. 

The two teams dedicated to upgrading the current manual process to digital process, reducing 

the operational cost. The average cost reduction was 30% in time and complex reduction was 

60%.  The sustainability rate was improved by nearly 40%. CrediMax managers attending the 

final presentation by Interns confirmed the implementation of these new approaches would see 

a potential saving of BD. 12,200.00 annually (GBP £26.5k). 
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About NOCN Group 

NOCN Group is an international apex education and skills charity, established in 1987 in 
Sheffield, UK. Its primary aims are to help and to equip unemployed adult jobseekers and 
young people to transition and secure sustainable employment and to develop their vocational 
and employability skills and by collaborating with employers, national stakeholders, training 
providers, and individuals in the UK’s skills ecosystem.  

NOCN Group achieves this by being: 

• Large regulated international Awarding Organisation – Ofqual (England), CCEA 
(Northern Ireland) and Qualification Wales, providing certification and validation for 
regulated qualifications; 

• Market-leading independent apprentice End Point Assessment Organisation 
regulated by the Institute for Apprenticeships & Technical Education in the UK for 
Trailblazer Apprenticeship Standards; 

• Access to Higher Education – An accredited progression route to Higher Education for 
UK and international students; 

• Accreditation, validation and assessment of Short Courses – Endorsed Bespoke 
Programmes, e.g. Training of Trainers and Training of Assessors programmes; 

• NOCN SMART Job Cards – currently construction, e.g. Construction Plant 
Competence Scheme (CPCS) and CISRS (scaffolding) cards | see https://goo.gl/eubFtT; 
and   

• Consultancy and Research Services. 
 

NOCN Group current annual report 2017/18 published last year provides an overview and a 
snapshot of its vocational training, educational intervention and its activities in the UK and 
overseas. | see https://goo.gl/KZ8NNK .  

Note: 

1. Ofqual - The Office of Qualifications and Examinations Regulation (Ofqual) regulates qualifications, 

examinations and assessments in England. 
2. CCEA is a unique educational body in the UK, bringing together the three areas of curriculum, examinations 

and assessment taught in Northern Ireland’s schools and colleges. 
3. Qualifications Wales is the independent organisation responsible for regulating general and vocational 

qualifications in Wales. 
 

 

 

About JAFCON 

JAFCON is a Bahraini based consultancy company established in 1990, to offer productivity 

improvement and business development consultancy services to Bahraini, GCC and 

international companies. Its primary objective is to offer high quality integrated consultancy 

services to organizations who are seeking to develop and/or upgrade their resources and 

capacities. JAFCON is collaborating with TAMKEEN with planned roll out of national Internship 

Programme across the Kingdom. 

JAFCON’s management philosophy relies on deployment of innovative intellectual elements in 

all the services and activities it performs. This reflects JAFCONs’ commitment in utilizing 

internationally recognized techniques and methodologies. JAFCON is structured to be client-

oriented. The delivered services are highly focused on understanding the real needs and wants 

of the customers and clients. To this end, JAFCON perceives its clients as business partners 

which are served to succeed.   

JAFCON is a certified ISO 9001 organisation, and fully committed to quality standards and 

policies, which are projected on the services provided. Website http://www.jafcon.com/  

https://goo.gl/eubFtT
https://goo.gl/KZ8NNK
http://www.jafcon.com/

